20 21 22 Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) preferentially affects distinct cell types and 23 topographic regions in retina. To characterize the impact of AMD on gene expression changes 24 across retinal cell types and regions, we generated both single-cell RNA-seq (scRNA-seq) and 25 bulk RNA-seq data from macular and peripheral retina in postmortem human donors with and 26 without AMD. The scRNA-seq data revealed 11 major cell types with many previously reported 27 AMD risk genes showing substantial cell type and region specificity. Cell type proportional 28 changes with advancing AMD stage were significant for Müller glia, rods, astrocytes, microglia 29 and endothelium.
It is known that AMD also has an impact on cell type composition of the retina, particularly in macula 11,12 . shared by two comparisons, the degree of fold change is generally higher in MGS4 vs. MGS1 than in results reveal an impact on transcriptional profiles in different cell types that are common between 144 In summary, we constructed a high-resolution human retina cell atlas with a particular focus on a 145 comparison of regional differences. Our results linked GWAS genes for AMD with cell type-specific gene 146 expression and enabled the use of GWAS data to inform the genetic architecture of AMD. We further 147 leveraged scRNA-seq and bulk RNA-seq data, and our integrative analysis revealed both cell type-148 specific composition as well as gene expression changes associated with AMD progression. Our 149 ongoing studies will aim to increase AMD sample size and add data from the RPE and choroid. Findings 150 will overall provide novel insights into cell type-specific functions that can power precision therapeutic 151 targeting of AMD. 
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The scRNA-seq data were generated from macular and peripheral retina taken from two healthy adult within each batch. Lastly, 2,000 highly variable genes selected using filter_genes_dispersion function from the Scanpy package 18 were used as input for DESC clustering. In DESC analysis, we used a 2-247 layer autoencoder with 64 nodes on the first layer and 32 nodes on the second layer. The DESC 248 clustering was performed using a grid of resolutions, and resolution = 0.4 was selected because it yields 249 high maximum cluster assignment probability for most of the cells. DESC initially identified 18 cell 250 clusters and 16 of them that contain more than 50 cells were kept for downstream analyses. We 251 annotated these 16 cell clusters with cell type labels by examining expression patterns of known retina analysis among cell clusters, and cell clusters with the same cell type annotation and very few 254 differentially expressed genes were merged (Supplementary Note 2 and Supplementary Fig. 2 ). This 255 procedure resulted in 11 major neuronal cell types, including cone photoreceptors, rod photoreceptors, 256 bipolar cells, horizontal cells, amacrine cells, and ganglion cells; support cells (microglia, Mϋller glia, 257 astrocytes), and vascular cells (endothelium, pericytes).
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We are aware of that some of the cell types we identified, such as cone, rod and ganglion, are commonly 
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A gene that meets the following criteria was included for downstream analysis: 1) expressed in at least 276 1% of the cells; 2) expressed in at least 10 cells for at least one cell type in the scRNA-seq data. In total, 277 46 AMD associated genes and 22 TWAS target genes met these criteria. For these 68 genes, we tested 278 whether they have significant high expression levels in a particular retina region and cell type(s). To test 279 the region specificity, for each cell type, we tested whether these genes are differentially expressed 
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To visualize cell type and region-specific expression, for each AMD risk gene, we calculated the mean 287 expression across cells for each of the 11 major cell types for macular and peripheral retina separately.
288
If a gene is expressed in less than 1% or 15 cells in a particular cell type, the mean expression of this gene in this cell type will be set as 0. Genes that have 0 mean expression across all cell types will be removed from further analysis. To make cell type-wise mean expressions comparable across genes, we bypass such limitation, we developed a procedure to detect cell type-specific DEGs using bulk RNA- Combine (1) and (2), then for genes that are cell type specific, we have: 
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For each of the 11 cell types, we aim to identify ctDEGs. Firstly, we calibrate bulk expression levels for 351 identified cell type-specific markers (Supplementary Note 3 and Supplementary Data 1) according to
352
(4), and then performed differential expression analysis for these genes using DEseq2 24 . All parameters 353 in DESeq2 were set at default and genes with Benjamini-Hochberg (BH) 23 adjusted p-value < 0.05 was declared to be significant. The detected cell type specific DEGs are reported in Supplementary Data 4 and 6.
cell type proportion the from the deconvolution results, the proportion change obtained this way is subject to sample variation, prone to outliers, and it may result in larger number of false positives in the detected cell type specific DEGs. Therefore, we propose an alternative way to estimate cell type 362 proportion change which can increase the robustness of cell type specific DEGs detection.
364
We assume that for a given cell type, only few cell type specific markers are differentially expressed 365 between conditions for the cell type, and the average fold change across genes specific to the cell type 366 is 1, that is,
where is the number of cell type specific genes for cell type . Combine (4) and (5) we have:
Thus, we are able to calculate between-condition proportion change for cell type directly using bulk 375 level expression for cell type specific markers. Under our assumption, this method is a more direct way 376 to estimate cell type proportion change between conditions. By avoiding the sample variation and 377 complexity introduced in the deconvolution analysis, the calculation is more robust. The method was 378 applied in the procedure of cell type specific DEGs detection ( Supplementary Fig.7) . VTN  MMP9  TRIM36  DST  ATR  SPEF2  ACAP3  RDH5  UIMC1  RORB  CDYL  HTRA1  KMT2E  EGF  ABHD12B  COL4A3  TRPM3  OAF  SCN3A  SCN2A  UBE3D  SMCR8  SRPK2  RGS8  SYN3  TMEM97  NPLOC4  CFH  ATP10A  ITIH5  TIMP3  WDR55  STARD3  LENG1  COL8A1  FOXC1  CD63  ZFHX3  CAV2  ARHGAP21  SKIV2L  VEGFA  PUSL1  TGFBR1  ABCA1  C3   e   PLA2G12A  BLOC1S1  BAG6  TMEM199  HTRA1  CFI  PLEKHA1  DXO  PILRB  B3GLCT  AGPAT1  ZCWPW1  POLDIP2  HERPUD1  MEPCE  RNF5  SKIV2L  TSC22D4  STK19  HLA− 
